Viet student battles expulsion

By Neilman Sandahl

Neilman An, 26, hopes that in another two years he can return home to South Vietnam with a master's degree in electrical engineering from MIT. He hopes to help rebuild his war-torn country.

But An, 26, is worried. At present he is waging a personal battle against the governments of the United States and South Vietnam, which he fears might deport him for anti-war activities here and for his political sympathy for the South Vietnamese government.

An recently was ordered to return home by the State Department, reportedly at the urging of the South Vietnamese government. An fears that if he returns he will be placed in a voluntary deportation to another country, but he still will get to return to Vietnam.

An says he is hopeful that by the time he receives his degree, peace will have come to Vietnam, and his homeland can begin the long process of reconstruction.

An said, “We want to return home, even if we do get deported we will go home. The government has said we might get a voluntary departure to another country, but we will still go back to Vietnam.”

“We have voiced our opposition to the corrupt and dictatorial masters of our country. We have different plans in mind for our country. We want to help rebuild our war-torn home to South Vietnam with a master's degree in electrical engineering.” An said. “But during the past few years, as Vietnamese students in the United States have gotten to know each other, they have voiced their opposition to the corrupt and dictatorial masters of our country. They have different plans in mind for their country.” An said.

“We came here as students; we don't want to stay at the U.S., policies in Vietnam. We want to return home, even if we do get deported we will go home. The government has said we might get a voluntary departure to another country, but we will still go back to Vietnam.”

You’d be surprised at the number of Special Grants to college juniors available for veterinary and dentistry candidates, contact the information office:

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION

Provisionally chartered by the Regents of the University of the State of New York.

40 E. 54 St., New York 10022, (212) 832-2089

Seminar on Merit and Equality in a Just Society

Thursday, January 9, 1975

Lecture Hall 9-150

4:00—6:00 p.m.

Some Dilemmas of Marginality

PHYLLIS A. WALLACE, Visiting Professor, Sloan School of Management, M.I.T.

Respondent: WILLIAM J. SPRING, Director, Regional Institute on Employment Training and Labor Market Policy, Boston University

Sponsored by the Technology and Culture Seminar at MIT

You've always been conscientious about saving money. You rarely pass up a discount or a good deal. Have you tape recorded the message, you tape recorded the message? You've gotten to know all about saving money. You've gotten to know all about saving money. You tape recorded the message, you tape recorded the message? You've gotten to know all about saving money. You tape recorded the message, you tape recorded the message? You've gotten to know all about saving money. You tape recorded the message, you tape recorded the message? You've gotten to know all about saving money. You tape recorded the message, you tape recorded the message?

Cambridgeport Savings Bank

699 Mass. Ave. in Central Square

864-5271

IT'S MAGIC!!

On Monday, LSC presents two magical events:

4pm How to do Magic

10-250 A seminar on the basics of Magic

9pm Magic Show

both featuring The Amazing Steve Dacri

Take A Tech Break

... for lunch, for cocktails

Tech Square House

542 Main Street

Cambridge, Mass.

864-6114

ULTIMA

ULTIMA is an exciting new strategy game comparable to chess in its challenge and fascination. It offers a fresh new outlet for creative mental energy.

ULTIMA is played with an ordinary chess set, so if you already own one all you need to do is play it in an office.

To obtain this booklet send your name and address with $2.00 to: REMRAF DIVERSIFIED - ULTIMA P.O. Box 20382
St. Louis, Mo. 63139

You're invited to share in the excitement of联络 lenses.

You'll be in awe to check with us on a variety of contacts, glasses and lenses (شيخ fighter)

Pharmaceutical东莞 Trading 4 Universal Lenses CAMBRIDGESTORE

New York Traveler Contact Lenses

Call or visit for further information.

CONTACT LENS SPECIALISTS

77 Summer St. Boston

100 Logan Ave. Allston 664-1121

THE HISTORIC OLD VILNA SHUL

16 Phillips St., Boston

Invites the Jewish students to our Traditional Orthodox Services

FRIDAY: Sundyun

GREEK FOOD AT ITS BEST

The Parthenon Restaurant

Authentic Greek Restaurant

Mosten prices, imported European wines

The situation in Vietnam. So, the South Vietnamese government is facing deportation hearings before an immigration judge in Boston.

An is one of seven Vietnamese students in the United States who have been instructed to return home by the State Department, reportedly at the urging of the South Vietnamese government. The other six are on the West Coast, where proceedings are underway.

An came to the U.S. in 1968 from his home in Saigon, under a "leadership" scholars program sponsored by the Agency for International Development. He settled on the West Coast and graduated from the Stanford Institute of Technology in Los Angeles before being accepted for the MIT graduate program last year.

"We came here as students, and our main purpose is to get an education, especially in tech-

The Department of Engineering and Applied Science of Yale University is offering a limited number of Special Grants to college juniors who would like to gain experience in advanced research this summer.

Available projects include work involving environmental studies, acoustics, biochemistry, biomechanics, surface chemistry and catalysis, solid state physics, magnetism, atomic physics, fluid dynamics, pattern recognition.

Stipends will be about $110 a week and will be awarded for an 11-week period from June 2 through August 15, 1975.

For further details and application forms please contact your department office, dean's office, or placement office, or write to:

Summer Research Program

Department of Engineering and Applied Science

Yale University

New Haven, Connecticut 06520

or call (203) 436-2671

Completed applications are due February 15, 1975